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Kemba Jaramogi and FACRP
Kemba Jaramogi currently holds a BA (hons) International Development; Third World Studies with NGO Management from the
University of East London. She has been working and volunteering for the Fondes Amandes Community Reforestation Project
(FACRP) and other NGOs for over almost 20 years. She has represented T&T in both a local and international stage and in 2005
she represented Trinidad and Tobago as a Youth Ambassador in
Mauritius for the United Nations Small Island and Developing
States. She has also done voluntary sector work in the UK, the
Caribbean and in Ghana. Kemba has been back in T&T since
2011 an now serves as Technical Director at the FACRP.
The FACRP have continuously evolved from a CBO to earn its
NGO status as their work and dynamic leadership has taken them
beyond their initial mission and vision for the organization. They
started off as a reactionary group to the threat of forest fires and
flooding in 1982, now they have been fire free since 1997 and
utilizing ergonomics technologies to mitigate surface run-off preventing flooding in the watershed. Currently the FACRP is focused on sharing its model of sustainable community forestry
which encourages local communities to become custodians of
their natural environment while creating sustainable livelihoods
form their management services as wells as through the sustainable use of the forest resources.

Selvyn C. Lewis a Personal and Professional Development professional. A proud Caribbean man, he lives and works out of his native land – The Republic of Trinidad and
Tobago.
At the age of fourteen he started THE BARCAM; a word that was coined to mean ‘the
struggle to uplift and unify mankind’. This entity has grown from a community-based
youth group to a developmental organisation. THE BARCAM, is primarily involved in
the execution of activities and programmes aimed at the development of youth, communities, corporate entities and public institutions through, participation, education,
entrepreneurship, raising environmental consciousness, training, the promotion of culture and a variety of humanitarian endeavours.
Mr. Lewis, having an academic background in Supervisory Management and Theatre
Arts, has been the lead facilitator in development and training workshops within the
Central and South America regions, the United Kingdom and at least a dozen Caribbean territories. He is known for his use of participatory methodologies, in particular
Educative/Developmental Theatre, in the conduct of workshops. THE BARCAM, in
addition, has done work or participated in conferences in Africa, Malaysia and Russia.
A strong advocate of child-centred approaches Lewis, believes that content should be
matched to appropriate vehicles for effective delivery and that Facilitators, Educators
and other Development professionals should continue to find ways to creatively engage multiple intelligences.
As an extension of his early community-based work, he has established a thriving consultancy - Selvyn C. Lewis and Associates Limited. The company employs an eclectic
cadre of professionals who provide training and support in a broad range of areas, including, but not limited to, Team Building, Group Dynamics, Strategic Planning, Conflict Transformation, Global Relations, The Arts, Education, Psychology, Economics
and Social Work.
Selvyn C. Lewis is committed to revolutionising the ways in which people are trained
and organisations are managed, with the aim of making the learning process and the
conduct of organisations more “people centred”- ultimately contributing to the enrichment and qualitative improvement of humanity.

Jean-Claude Cournand is a 23 year old Spoken Word Performer, youth activist, and founder/director of The 2 Cents Movement, which is a youth based Not-for-Profit arts organization focusing on arts activism, and youth development. Some of their
successes include a national poetry slam (VERSES), the country's
only spoken word class (SWRD:101), the country's most viral
spoken word videos (2 Cents Project), ongoing national motivational school tour over 20 schools.
As a performer he has performed throughout Trinidad and
Tobago at events under the patronage of the President, to humble
performances at the side of the road. He has also performed at
Caribbean islands, such as, Suriname for Carifesta XI, and St. Lucia. Jean-Claude a former KFC employee currently works at his
dream job as a youth outreach coordinator for the Bocas Lit Fest.

Isabel Brash is the creator and director of Cocobel Chocolate Ltd.
(est. 2009): an artisanal cocoa bean to chocolate company that focuses on using Trinidad and Tobago’s local produce and indigenous flavours to develop a product that is internationally desired
and recognized. Cacao beans are brought from her brother’s Rancho Quemado Estate in the deep south of Trinidad, to the chocolate workshop in Woodbrook, Port of Spain. An architect turned
chocolate maker, Isabel has compared this metamorphosis to Alice in Wonderland’s tumbling down the rabbit hole of endless curiosity.
“We believe that the transformation of this age-old agricultural
product – cocoa – into an internationally valuable and prized
commodity – chocolate – has the power to elevate producers,
communities and country as participants along the whole food
value chain from farmer to consumer.”
Isabel is a member of the Slow Food Organisation, which promotes the ideals of “good, clean and fair” food production and
business. Cocobel Chocolate was selected by Slow Food to exhibit at the 2012 Terra Madre festival in Turin, Italy as a representative of a chocolate producer from the Caribbean and Latin
American region.
Isabel is also the owner and a director of Medulla Art Gallery, curated by Martin Mouttet and Geoffrey MacLean. Medulla, as the
name implies, provides a core space for art education through alternative artistic expression and public participation and hopes to
demonstrate the importance of art as a medium for social discussion.

When it comes to Social Entrepreneurship and business, that’s
pretty much all Troy Hadeed knows. Troy graduated from the
University Of Tampa at the age of 21 with a degree in business
and a minor in Spanish, however his real desire was to study philosophy and writing. Troy believes that Social Entrepreneurship
begins with loving yourself and doing something you are passionate about.
In 2001-2010 he brought us Mystic Hemp Co. Ltd, a retail
store focused on providing eco-friendly and sustainable products
made form Hemp and outer natural materials. Then more recently
in 2010 he founded and is presently running Ecoimpact Co. Ltd, a
company that collects and recycles waste cooking oil from restaurants and kitchens nationwide to be used in the production of alternative fuels. While Troy does not see the reach of Ecoimpact
stopping here he prefers to focus on what the company does best
and be sure to provide flawless service before expanding to other
areas. While Troy points out that the subsidies on oil and gas
greatly restrict the growth and possibility of an alternative energy
and sustainable living industry in Trinidad & Tobago, he does
have faith that it will come; even if it comes when as a nation we
are ‘up against the wall’.
On top of it all Troy has been studying, ‘teaching’ and practicing
yoga for over eight years and aims to bring the teachings and
practices of his yoga practice into his business activities. Troy is
the director of One Yoga Trinidad & Tobago and looking forward
to see his love manifest once again. As an Entrepreneur Troy also
believes it is important not to get attached to any one project and
to maintain the ability to be versatile and move on. You can reach
Troy or find out more at www.ecoimpact-trinidad.com /
www.oneyogatt.com / www.troyhadeed.com

